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ABSTRACT

A shock test is frequently specified as an acceleration
pulse of controlled shape and magnitude and which has a
desired shock spectrum. A description is given as to how
the Navy High-Impact Shock Machine for M e d i u m w e i g h t
Equipment can be made to provide acceleration pulses of a
half-sine or sawtooth shape by inserting elastic or plastic
materials between various impacting surfaces. Details as to
the shape of the inserts are given for nominal 6-millisecond
sawtooth pulses having amplitudes up to 60 g, and for rela-
tively long (10-20 m i ll i s e c o n d s) low-amplitude half-sine
pulses. A maximum velocity-change up to 8 ft/sec is possible.
The acceleration amplitudes involved in stopping the anvil are
generally small compared with the initial pulse. Displace-
ments are limited to 3 inches.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is an interim report on one phase of the problem;
work is continuing.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem F03-02
Project RR 009-03-45-5754 (RN)

and
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SAWTOOTH AND HALF-SINE SHOCK IMPULSES FROM THE NAVY
SHOCK MACHINE FOR MEDIUMWEIGHT EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Specifications for shock tests are sometimes given in terms of simple acceleration
pulses. Two of the most commonly used acceleration pulses are the half-period sine
pulse and the sawtooth pulse. The "half-sine" pulse* is, perhaps, the easiest type to gen-
erate inasmuch as a mass which is made to impact against one end of a linear spring
whose opposite end is fixed experiences a half-sine acceleration pulse.

The residual shock spectrumt of any symmetrical shock pulse is periodically zero
at certain multiples of the pulse period. This leads to less damage potential for the shock
pulse at corresponding frequencies. Moreover the positive and negative values of shock
spectra are different for any given symmetrical pulse. This makes it necessary to test
in both directions along any one axis. It has been pointed out (5) that an asymmetrical
shock pulse, such as the sawtooth pulse, has equal positive and negative spectra and that
the residual spectra remain at a relatively uniform value for frequencies higher than the
reciprocal of the pulse length. For these reasons the sawtooth pulse is frequently pre-
ferred as a test specification. The sawtooth pulse can be obtained by impacting a mass
against a suitably shaped plastic material. For a nonelastic impact the force drops
abruptly to zero as soon as the relative impact velocity becomes zero.

TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING PULSE SHAPES

The Shock Machine and Its Operation

The Navy High-Impact Shock Machine for Mediumweight Equipment can be used to
generate both half-sine and sawtooth type pulses. As is required, this can be done with
no modification to the machine itself; hence the techniques must be considered merely as
improvisions to broaden the original intended use of the machine. Different techniques
would be used, of course, if new designs or modifications of the machine were permitted.

A previous report (1) describes the Shock Machine for Mediumweight Equipment.
The shock-table (anvil) of the machine is constrained to move in a vertical direction for
a maximum distance of 3 inches between stops. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
For normal operation a steel hammer impacts solidly against the steel anvil and the anvil
attains its full upward velocity in about 1 millisecond. It travels through the clearance
distance until it impacts against the top stops. It then rebounds against the bottom stops,
upon which it gradually comes to rest.

*'The pulses are only nominally of simple shape. Many factors that cannot easily be con-
trolled affect their shapes. When the distortions are small compared with the magnitude
of the pulse, and when the setup is' such that the pulse can be duplicated and repeated
with precision, and it is impractical to make further improvements, then the pulse must
be considered acceptable.

tSince NRL Report 5618 describes the Navy high-impact shock machines and shock spectra,
these descriptions will not be given here. For additional information on the subject of
shock spectra see Refs. 1-5.
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(~). *"®Fig.. I - SchtnIlat1: rI liramr of dth. ai. A table of
ANVIL the Shouck Mac hine for XMcdj iwcimvght Equipment.

The tablo is const rained to in ox in a vertical
dirtection ti~v* lt'e 1JOttom and tol tl) S~h rile

BOT'TOM t otal (-Iit r iLtc I e is t1, 3 incheis. Pli.istic or
i1a st i c eli-iwncas a re placed in positions, 1. 1, and

IMPACT iC aliled the haininw r - impact, Itle lop- stop, and thtle
By l) toill -stop po- itio' 1 1.. t'spect! c\ ly.

For normal operation anl equipment under test is not attached directly to the anvil,
but is attachePd ito suitable channels or other standard fixtures that are sufficiently flex-
ib)1e to provide sonic degree of isolatio~n from the effects of the hard impacts.

When the shock machine is used as a generator of simple acceleration p~ulses, the
eqluipment is attached rigidly to the anvil table. No flexible fixtures intervene unless
th''~v are considered p~art of the equipment.

Plastic Elements

The plastic elemenits used are shown in Fig. 2, where (a) illustrates the anvil plastic
I-t' lnient. (b,) thle four. botio m -st01 elemients, and (c) the four top-stop elements, The
pilast ic material used was 50-50 (lead-tin) solder. Pure lead was tit~o soft. The solder
was motire suitable and was easily available. The anlvil plastic elenl('nt is a cylinder with
a conical tcp as shi iwn if- Fig. 2a and Fig. 3.

47?'4:

5~Z l__ l ltb JimI

Fi.2 - Plastics lemrents. Theý lower part of the figure illustrates the undeformcd
plastic elemients for (a) thle anvil, (b) the bottom stops, and (c ) the top stopýi. Thle

upper part illust rates the deformed elements.
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Fig. 3 - Anvil plastic element.
Dimensions are in inches. The
value of the ,% eight of the element is
determined by the height of the ham-
r-er drop, which makes it unneces- 22- --
6ary to specify the value of a.

As the hammer drops become higher, the dimension a must be increased in order to
maintain a constant pulse duration. Since the plastic element is a casting, it is convenient
to determine the weight of material required and pour this into a mold, leaving the dimen-
sion a unspecified.

The bottom stops, (b) of Fig. 2, are halves of diagonally cut 1-inch cubes. They are
placed with their diagonal surface on top of the shock machine air-jack piston, and secured
by tape. The top stops are I 1 . 2 inch blocks. Both the I-inch cubes and the 2-inch
blocks were cut with a band saw from long cast bars of 1-inch-square cross section. It
is possible to substitute good quality rubber or equivalent material for the bottom stops.

The appearances of the plastic elements after shock are shown above their corre-
sponding undeformed sections in Fig. 2. Some care is required to insure that the impact-
ing surfaces of the hammer and anvil, and the anvil plastic element, are clean. Grease
on these surfaces greatly increases the ease with which the plastic elements deform and
causes large variations of shock motions.

Elastic Elements

Rubberlike materials were used for elastic elements. Pulses of half-sine shape
could be obtained only for relatively low amplitude pulses. For relatively high hammer
drops the material became nonlinear and inelastic, so that the pulses were more of the
sawtooth type. If the use of a larger effective area were possible, which could be accom-
plished by reasonable effort, half-sine pulses could be obtained for considerably higher
amplitudes.

Polyurethane*' was the only material tried of the rubberlike family that was able to
survive successfully the stresses imposed by the shock machine. The specimens used
are shown in Fig. 4. Since polyurethane elements have indefinitely long lives, whereas
the plastic elements must be recast for reuse, polyurethane is more convenient to use
for the top and bottom stops for all types of pulses. Except for very small shocks (a few
g peak acceleration) the top and bottom stops cushion other shock impulses to relatively
small values. For hammer drops of several feet or more the life of the element in the
hammer-impact position was relatively short.

Positioning of Elastic or Plastic Elements

To obtain a pulse of desired shape an elastic or plastic material is attached to the
underside of the anvil as shown in position 1 of Fig. 1, or it may be attached to the center
of the hammer impact surface. Elastic or plastic materials must also be placed in posi-
tions 2 and 3 of Fig. I in order to reduce the shock excited by impacts at these locations
to values which are small compared with the desired pulse.

*A diamine (Dupont Moca) catalyst was added 11 parts per hundred to a liquid urethane
elastomer (Dupont Adiprenel) at 250 0F. The materials were mixed, poured into molds
of the proper shape, and cured for 30' minutes at 320 0 F. This treatment provided a Shore
A hardness of about 65.
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)(hi 1¢c

Fig. 4 - Elastic elements used between
the impact surfaces shown in Fig. 1:
(a) hammer-impacf, (b) top-stop, and
(c) bottom-stop elastic elements. All
elements are 1 in. thick; (a) and (c) are
4in. in diameters, and (b) is 5.2in. O.D.
and 2.3 in. I.D.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the positioning of plastic materials on the shock machine.
Figure 5 shows a plastic element taped to the anvil impact surface together with two of
four top-stop plastic elements. Figure 6 illustrates how one of the four bottom-stop
elements is taped into position between the jack and the mating anvil-pad. In order that
the stopping pulses be small compared with the starting pulse it is necessary that the
effective stiffness of the stopping elements be small compared to that of the hammer-
impact element, and that their thicknesses be greater.

If a considerable amount of work is involved which would require the shock machine
to be used as a shock-pulse generator, then it may be advisable to use elastic elements
in the top-stop and bottom-stop positions. This can be done by using split polyurethane
donuts for the top stops. Three donuts (Fig. 4) were used, spaced 120 degrees apart,
being placed around the shanks of three of the twelve bolts. These elastic elements were
at locations corresponding to that of the plastic top-stop elements shown in Fig. 5. Four
polyurethane disks (Fig.4) can be used as bottom-stop elastic elements, instead of the
plastic elements shown in Fig. 6.

SVELOCITY PICK-UP
NAMMEPI- IMPACT

PLASTIC ELEMENT

ACCELEROMETER

TAPE HOLD*IN
90TTOMIt-SYWP
PlSTIC EEN

Fig. 5 - Underside of the anvil showing Fig. 6 - Upperside of the anvil showing
the anvil plastic element and the top- acceleration and velocity pickups together
stop plastic elements taped in position with a bottom-stop elastic element posi-

tioned by tape between the air jack and
the anvil pad
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When an elastic element was used in the hammer-impact position, it was usually
held in position on the hammer (rather than on the anvil surface) by means of some spring
clips that were attached to the hammer and clipped into the groove (Fig. 4a) which had
been machined around the circumference of the element.

RESULTS

Sawtooth Acceleration Pulses

Attempts were made to determine the shape of the plastic element required for a
nominal 6-millisecond sawtooth pulse. With 50-50 solder, and with element shapes and
dimensions as previously given, the motions of the shock table are as shown in Figs. 7
through 11. Both the velocity and acceleration of the table were independently measured.
In one case (Fig. 9) the displacement of the table was calculated by integrating the veloc-
ity curve. The accelerometer signal was unfiltered and contained all frequencies passed
by the Visicorder galvanometers. These were reasonably flat up to 5000 cps. The veloc-
ity meter records were corrected by disregarding the "bottoming" of the pickup, by
requiring the initial and final velocity to be zero, and by requiring the slope of the veloc-
ity curve to be equal to the acceleration of gravity under all free-fall conditions. The
displacement curves will terminate with a negative value of displacement because of the
crushing of the bottom stops. The overall displacement mut.' be less than 3 inches.

S~TOP , IBOTTOMI

Is 7

S2nd HAMMER IMPACT I

0 50 100 150 200

MILLISECONDS

Fig. 7 - Anvil table motion for a 1-ft hammer drop
with a 12-oz plastic (solder) element

o 50 100 50 200

MILLISECONDS

Fig. 8 - Anvil table motion for a 2-ft hammer drop with
a 21-oz plastic (solder) element
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SLOP-g OP SOP BOrTOM STOP

50 --40g 2 11d HAMME R ýLP
25 20g IMPA CT

OACj--- A,

MILLISECONDS

Fig. 10Q Anvil table motion for a 4-ft hammer drop with
a 21-oz plastic (solder) element

50 -46g 2nd HAMMER IPC

0 50 100 150 200
MILLISECOND0S

Fig. 110 Anvil table motion for a 5-ft hammer drop with
a 21-oz plastic (solder) element
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The acceleration curves have the following characteristics. The acceleration increases
linearly up to the peak value and then rapidly decreases to zero. The rise-time varies
from 6 to 8 milliseconds. The drop-time varies from I to 2 milliseconds. The rise-
time can be increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the weight of the anvil
plastic element. It cannot be made shorter than the drop time, as this represents an
elastic contribution of the machine. The acceleration pulse starts the table moving in
an upward direction. After about 1.5 inches displacement the top stops become effective.
They gradually stop the table over a distance of about 3/4 inch. Since the original hammer-
anvil impact was inelastic, the hammer has continued to follow closely behind the anvil.
When the anvil is stopped, the hammer again impacts against it. Because the plastic mate-
rial on the anvil surface has already been deformed, this impact is relatively hard (short
duration): however it has a small amplitude compared with that of the first pulse. The
accelerations caused by the bottom stops are shown on the last part of the acceleration
curves. These are more irregular in shape and again are small in amplitude compared
with the original pulse. This brings the table to rest with as little shock as possible.

The peak value of the nominal 6-millisecond pulse as a function of hammer drop
height is shown in Fig. 12. If the pulse remained the same length (time duration), and
had straight sections, then the peak value would vary directly as the hammer impact
velocity. However, because of the limited number of shapes of the hammer-impact plas-
tic elements that were used, the pulse-length for the higher hammer drops became shorter,
and the acceleration curve became more peaked. This condition could be eliminated by
using hammer-impact specimens that were thicker and of greater diameter.

Z

o 50

W 40
W

430-

W20-
-J
44 HAMMER DROP> 1o HEIGHT (FT)
,4 I 2 3 4 5"' f I I I
,. 0

0 5 10 15 20
HAMMER IMPACT VELOCITY (FT/SEC)

Fig. 12 - Sawtooth pulse amplitude
as a function of ham me r impact
velocity

Half-Sine Acceleration Pulses

Because of the considerable effort required to fabricate the polyurethane into the
shapes and sizes necessary to provide half-sine pulses of different time durations, no
attempt was made to control the pulse duration. Results are reported for but one size
and hardness of the polyurethane. The dimensions are shown in Fig. 4. The hardness
for all elements was Shore A durometer reading 65.

The loading of the elastomers is so great that for all blows involving more than a few
inches of hammer drop the results are quite nonlinear. In addition the relaxation time for
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the polyurethane is quite long. As a result it behaves much more inelastically than one
might expect for the dynamic loads applied. This accounts for the somewhat sawtooth
shapes of these curves.

The accelerations experienced by the shock table for a series of hammer blows of
different height are shown in Fig. 13. Unless it is desired to provide a very low accel-
eration for a relatively long time (20 to 30 milliseconds) it is suggested that the saw-
tooth pulse be used. To obtain a reasonable approximation for a half-sine acceleration
pulse of short duration (6 to 12 milliseconds) it would be necessary to increase the diam-
eter of the hammer-impact plastic element to greater than 12 inches with the specimen
hardness used.

0-

59 "

0 0
0- / ,)

too- all0- - E
too- •.-te• 7

€ -. •,.,, : --- $59 .

too-e$01 go

0

N -ý409

0 to 40 0 0 00 IWO 140 WO
UIdllISClOOISl

Fig. 13 - Acceleration curves using polyurethane specimens
of the dimensions shown in Fig. 4 and 65 Sore A durometer
hardness. Hammer drop heights: A - 1 in., B - 2 in., C -
3in., D 5 in., E- 8 in., F - I ft, G - Z ft, H - 3 ft, I- 4 ft.

CALCULATION OF VELOCITY CHANGE AND PEAK
VALUE OF ACCELERATION

If the form of an acceleration pulse is assumed and if the velocity change caused by
the pulse is determined, then the peak value of the acceleration can be calculated. Con-
sider the masses of the hammer and of the anvil together with its load, M

h and M,, respec
tively. If we Asume no rotations, then from momentum conservation we obtain

'b(Vt - V) =MV.
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where V. is the velocity (velocity change) attained by the anvil and its load, vi is the ham-
mer velocity at impact, and Vr is the hammer rebound velocity. The velocities should be
regarded as those of the centers of gravity of the two systems, with local vibrational
velocities being disregarded.

If there is energy loss involved in the impact, then the hammer rebound velocity will
become less. This is expressed as

Vr = -kVi + V.

in which k is the coefficient of restitution.

The rebound velocity is eliminated from the two equations, and the table velocity
change is found to be

_ Mh(l + k)Vi
V a -M. + M h

For the case of perfect plasticity, which is the case for the sawtooth pulse, the value of
k is zero and

MhVi

a - M . + Mh

For the perfectly elastic case, which applies for a half-sine pulse, the value of k is unity,
and

V5  
2MhVi

ai. M. + Mh

To find the maximum acceleration involved for the two cases one equates the area
of the acceleration pulse to the velocity change. For the sawtooth pulse (Fig. 14a) this is

apT/2 = V,..

and for the half-sine pulse (Fig. 14b) this is

2a T/r = V.

where ap is the peak acceleration and T is the pulse duration.

If the acceleration is expressed in terms of units of gravity so that

G = ap /g

TL .

Fig. 14 - (a) Sawtooth pulse of time dura-
tion T and peak value of acceleration a, =
dOsu. (b) Half-sine pulse of time duration
T and peak value a, :0 1 g.
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where g is the acceleration of gravity, then one obtains
2Va, - 2MhVi

Gsw gT (M. + M,)gT

and
17v. i 77M hv.G."Gi 2gT (Ma + Mh)gT

It can be seen from these equations that for a given pulse shape and load the amplitude
of the acceleration pulse will vary directly as Vj. For a given thickness of hammer-
impact element, nonlinear behavior will cause the pulse to get shorter as the load gets
heavier, and the slope of the pulse will increase as its peak value is approached. This
will cause the acceleration to be greater than estimated under linear conditions.

A comparison of the velocities of the anvil as determined by calculations from the
measured accelerations, by direct velocity measurements, and by momentum considera-
tions for a sawtooth pulse where only r is experimentally determined is given in Table 1.
A curve showing the maximum amplitude of the sawtooth acceleration pulse, as a function
of hammer impact velocity, or drop height, is shown in Fig. 12. The curve is slightly con.
cave upward, since there is a tendency for the pulse length to be shorter for the greater impactg

Table I
Comparison of Velocity Determinations

Hammer Anvil Velocity (ft/sec)
Drop From From From

Height Acceleration Velocity Momentum
(ft) Impulse Pickup Calculation

1 3.4 3.3 3.4

2 4.6 5.0 4.8

3 5.5 5.7 5.9

4 6.3 6.6 6.9
5 7.7 7.7 7.7

SHOCK SPECTRA REPRESENTATION

Shock spectra of half-sine and sawtooth pulses are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The
older and simpler method of presentation given on these figures provided only the accel-
eration spectra. Figures 17 through 20 provide a simultaneous representation of accel-
eration, velocity, and displacement spectra. The additional amount of information that
is easily available by this method of simultaneous plotting more than compensates for
the nondimensional expression of frequency in terms of pulse length. The other three

¶ coordinate systems are all in units of acceleration, but S,, S,,, and Sd are respectively
in units of acceleration, velocity, and displacement. The value of G i a/g is the acceler-
ation in gravity units. -It is nondimensional.

To obtain the acceleration, velocity, or displacement shock spectral values for a
given frequency, one multiplies the corresponding coordinate values by 0, OT, or aT2
respectively. Mw value of s i been taken as 386 in./sec 2, hence the units for S, and Sd
Wl be is I./see anl nchs respectively. The value of S., being expressed in terms of
s, m not ro*&r ma ession of particular units unles ig is evaluated numerically.
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Fig. 15 - Acceleration shock spectra,
s,, for a half-period sine-wave accel-
eration pulse. The pulse has a dura-
tion of T seconds and an amplitude of
uGs (G represents the number of gravity
or g units in the peak acceleration).
The primary spectrum is the maximum
response during the pulse interval.
The residual spectra are the maximum
responses after the pulse interval.

o- •o k ,! ,1LIlll

ePRIMARY

2 2C ° o -o L tlfo
w FREQUENC Y (CPS)

Fig. 16 - Aaock spectra for inset saw-
tooth acceleration pulse. Primary and
residual refer, respectively, to max-
ima that occurred during and after the
pulse period. (After Morrow and Sar-
geant- Ref. 5.)

or
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acelrtinpus shownist he"vrl'pcrmi

the usua ~l shc spe t rum ie., th maximum repos

.o "4 .og ý .IM

acceeraion v Res10dcitay and dispalacmn shock spectra o afsn

expressed in units of in./sec
2

, in./sec, and inches. 0 is the
acceleration expre ssed in units of gravity, g. T is the pulse
duration; f is frequency. If the pulse length is 0.006 second
and the amplitude is 200 g, then for a frequency of 100 cps
(fT =0.6) the (overall) shock spectral values of s*, Se., and Sd
are 340 g, Z00 in./sec and 0.32 inch respectively.

b9200 l¢r~

.06,' .01 .1•"I I

Fig. 18 -esock spectra of a symmetrical triangular
acceleration pulse
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,ooI",
--- • SllTOOTH PLSEl.ii 'MTN SLOPING

50o SHOOK SPECTRA £540 RESIDUAL G
SHOCK SPE.CTRA ARE[ IDENTICAL

2-POSITIVE ANO NE"TVE SHOCK •T
0- SPECTRA AME IDENTIGAL

toiLI --- L LLLIIIII .... __ L_
.001 .01 .1 10

Tf

Fig. 19 - Shock spectra of a sawtooth acceleration pulse

l1-I000

10

o o0 1ooo 1000 ooo00

cPS

Fig. 20 - A shock spectrum of motions of the Shock
Machine for Mediumweight Equipment under usUal
operating conditions. Regions A, B, V,and D indicate
frequency domains where the shock spectrum indi-
cates the maximum acceleration, dominant frequen-
cies, equivalent velocity-shock, and maximum dis-
placement, respectively, of the shock motion. Two
displacement / alue s are indicated as the shock
machine can be set to provide either 1.5or 3 inches.

Specifications which are given in terms of acceleration pulses ignore the fact that a
unidirectional acceleration pulse results in a continued velocity and infinite displacement.
It must be assumed that accelerations in the opposite directions will have been applied,
either before and/or after the pulse, so that the final velocity will be zero and the rela-
tive displacement will be reasonable. The specifications can ignore these factors as
long as their effects are small compared with that of the pulse. When the maximum dis-
placement is limited to about 3 inches, as for the present case, it may be that the stop-
ping pulses cannot always be ignored. In fact if the starting pulse be long, so that the
acceleration maximum is only a few g, then the stopping pulse may be of greater value
(and also involve a greater velocity change), so that the latter pulse may be preferred as
the test pulse.
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The following information can be immediately obtained from tile four-coordinate
shock spectra representation (see Fig. 20).

1. For very high frequencies, region A, the value of the shock spectrum, s, becomes
equal to the maximum value of acceleration of the qhnel: m,½!!,.n

2. For some intermediate fr .quencies, region ti, the s,.-)ck spectra may have maxima
of accelerations. liN.,C Are .p.m.•s tq, dominant frequencies associated with the shock
motion, and may involve accelerations much greater than those of the actual motions.

3. For some intermediate frequency range, region v, which is lower than region B,
tihe effect of the pulse can be considered to be the same as a simple change in velocity.
The value of S. is the value of the velocity change. It will remain at a constant value as
the frequency is decreased until the displacement involved in the response exceeds the
displacement of the shock motion.

4. For very low frequencies, region i), the value o,, of the shock spectrum becomes
equal to the maximum displacement involved in the shock motion. If the sudden displace-
nient consists of a motion away from and back to an initial position there will be no resid-
ual spectrum. If the sudden displacement consists of a motion away from an initial
poisition and back to a different final position there will be an overall spectrum as before
and a residual displacement spectrum equal to the difference between the initial aid final
position.
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